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Abstract-Polarization-maintaining fibers (PMFs) with intrinsic highly stress-induced birefringence 
(SIB) are widely employed in interferometric fiber-optic gyroscopes (IFOGs). The performance of 
which is limited by the refractive index and its thermal fluctuations induced by the temperature 
variations. The SIB contributes to the refractive index variously along with the temperature. However, 
the bias error and its thermal drift arising from the SIB in PMFs are never considered. In this paper, we 
present theoretical analysis on high-performance IFOGs considering the effects of the SIB and its 
thermal fluctuation incorporated into the early model. The numerical analysis of the proposed model 
shows that the accuracy of IFOG using PMFs is better than single-mode fibers (SMFs) by a factor of 
2,and the high performance with ultimate sensitivity of IFOGs is achievable by the special design of 
PMFs which depends not only on the pure Shupe effect but also on the effects from intrinsic SIB and 
its temperature sensitivity. 
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1. Introduction 
The thermal drift in interferometric fiber-optic gyroscopes (IFOGs) has been 
extensively studied [1] since it was recognized by Shupe as a phase error from 
fiber-environment interactions [2]. The Shupe effect could be partly reduced by 
means of special material [3], the thermal isolation [4], and the symmetric winding 
technique of the coiling fiber [5-8] etc. The bias error, another error source in IFOGs, 
induced by the thermal stress through photo-elastic effect in SMFs [9,10], was 
verified by the simulations with the finite element method recently [11,12]. While the 
bias error induced by the polarization coupling was investigated [13-15] for PMFs 
used in high performance IFOGs [16,17], the effect of stress-induced birefringence 
(SIB) produced by the stress-applying parts (SAPs) in PMFs were not considered in 
the previous reports. As a result, the influence of employing PMFs on the 
performance of IFOGs becomes unclear, leaving the resultant effect due to the phase 
error of SIB and its thermal fluctuation unanalyzed. In fact, it is the thermal stress 
from SAPs that produces SIB in PMFs by the photo-elastic effect, which results in a 
changed refractive index [18-20]. Meanwhile, the SIB varies with temperature in 
PMFs [21-26], and the temperature-induced refractive index fluctuations could 
influence the thermal drift [2] and the bias error [27] in IFOGs. The phase variation 
induced by temperature has already been investigated for SMFs [28-34] and PMFs 
[35, 36], especially the thermal coefficient of SIB in PMFs [37-41]. Experimental 
results from previous studies can be directly applied to estimate the phase error in 
IFOG using PMFs. In this work, we incorporate the phase error originated from SIB 
in PMFs into the SMF model. Comprehensive analyses of the impact of the 
photo-elastic effect, the intrinsic high stress-induced birefringence, the thermal drift 
due to the SIB and the Shupe effect are performed in detail. 
2. Theoretical model 
An IFOG is a Sagnac interferometer based on sensing coils composed of optical fibers 
[1]. As shown in Fig. 1, a set of sensing coils with mean diameter , thickness and 
height  is wound by optical fibers with the effective refractive index of and the 
D d
h effn
thermal expanding coefficient of in the core area. At the position of coordinate 
along the fiber length , the gyro bias  induced by time-varying temperature 
rate of the local temperature could be written as [2] 
,  (1) 
where  is the propagation phase, and its temperature derivative is 
.  (2) 
Normally, for fibers under normal temperature range from 230K to 330K, we can take 
the derivative of temperature from the phase temperature sensitivity in early 
works [30] as an approximation:  
. (3) 
FromEq.(1)-Eq.(3) it can be concluded as follows 
,  (4) 
where  is the refractive index of the core material itself,  and  are 
longitudinal and transverse thermal strain, and  and  are Pockel’s 
coefficients of the core material. The fact that Eq. (4) turns out to be exactly the same 
as the model for SMFs in early works [1, 2, 9-12] confirms the correct use of Eq. (1) 
for the proposed model. However, the derivation of the Eq. (1) is not constrained to 
IFOGs using SMFs. It could also be used to calculate the bias of IFOGs with sensing 
coil wound by PMFs regarding which more details are illustrated in Section 3. 
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As a numerical example throughout the paper, we have compared the output 
biases of IFOGs using different types of sensing coils, SMFs and PMFs respectively, 
with the same scheme. The parameters of the fiber coils are listed in Table 1. The 
fiber length m, the number of layers , the number of turns per 
layer , total number of turns , and the mean diameter 
cm. For an optical wavelength nm, the effective refractive index 
is [42]. According to Shupe [2], Eq. (1) can be rewritten into Eq. (5) as 
an approximation 
.  (5) 
After taking /K for SMFs [30], a gyro bias of 
deg/h for one hour mission time and temperature uniformity 
K can be derived. 
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Symbol      
Unit cm 1 1 1 m 
value 150 64 125 8000 3770 
3. Verification and Analysis 
Based on the temperature derivative of phase in Eq.(2), the model Eq. (1) for Shupe 
effect can be rewritten as: 
,  (6) 
where the effective refractive index  is [9-12] 
,  (7) 
here  is the refractive index increment induced by coating material through the 
photo-elastic effect under increasing temperature.  
For the SMF transverse structure shown in Fig.2(a), the refractive index 
increment equals to the increment  induced by fiber coatings through 
thermal photo-elastic effect, which is half of the birefringence in SMFs i.e.: 
.  (8) 
Here  and comes from the compress (negative) stress of 
coatings and its increment when the fiber is heated up. 
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In terms of the one with PMF shown in Fig.2(b), the refractive index increment 
equals to the increment induced by both coatings and SAPs that is half of the 
birefringence in PMFs: 
. (9) 
Here and comes from the tensile (positive) stress induced by 
SAPs and its decrement when the fiber is heated up. Then, after containing the 
birefringence effect, the thermal drift in I-FOGs with SMFs and PMFs can be written 
as 
, (10) 
where the birefringence  should be considered as Eq.(8) for SMFs (an increment 
in positive birefringence) and Eq.(9) for PMFs (a decrement in negative 
birefringence).Again, Eq. (10) can be simply evaluated as 
,  (11) 
for the temperature uniformity . These are consistent with previous works when 
using Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) for SMFs [9-12].For the gyro bias deg/h in the 
example mentioned above, given the thermal expansion /K and 
thermal coefficient of index /K [42], the refractive index 
increment induced by fiber coating through photo-elastic effect during temperature 
rise is then derived as /K, which makes an agreement with 
the thermal drift for a gyro using SMFs, and is considered the dominant component 
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Equation (10) contains three terms that could induce the phase error. The first 
term is the thermal expansion  of the effective refractive index. The second 
term is the thermal variation  of the material refractive index. These two 
terms illustrate the pure Shupe effect in SMFs [1,2]. The third term, , is the 
one induced by the photo-elastic effect when SMFs undergo temperature increasing 
[9-12]. That is to say, the third term represents the thermal induced birefringence in 
SMFs. 
 
In order to validate Eq. (10) for PMFs, the following Eq. (12) should hold: 
,  (12) 
which can be easily obtained for and  in PMFs. Equation 
(10) is thus valid for IFOGs with sensing coil wound by both SMFs and PMFs, 
provided that Eq.(8) and Eq.(9) are selected for effective refractive index of SMFs 






















fiber birefringence for the coils with various fiber types underthe same configuration 
from example above (Table 1). 
Table 2 Thermal drifts in IFOGs with different types of sensing fibers under the same 
coil configuration 
Parameter SMF Panda PMF Tiger PMF Bowtie PMF Holy PMF 
 5.5×10-7 5.5×10-7 5.5×10-7 5.5×10-7 5.5×10-7 
 7×10-6 7×10-6 7×10-6 7×10-6 7×10-6 
 3.78×10
-2 3.78×10-2 3.78×10-2 3.78×10-2 3.78×10-2 
 0 5×10-4 5×10-4 5×10-4 3.55×10-4 
 8.9×10-6 -5.93×10-7 -5.36×10-7 -5.29×10-7 -3.31×10-9 
 4.43×10-2 2.97×10-3 2.68×10-3 2.65×10-3 1.66×10-5 
 8.21×10-2 4.08×10-2 4.05×10-2 4.04×10-2 3.78×10-2 
The results of four types of PMFs listed in Table 2 show that the performance 
improvement of IFOG by using PMFs rather than SMFs is not as significant as the 
effect of the thermal coefficients of their birefringence brings. That is because the 
common dominant component in both cases is the thermal coefficient of refractive 
index, i.e. (~7×10-6 1/K). It nearly equals the thermal coefficient of 
birefringence in SMFs (~8.9×10-6 1/K), and is two orders of magnitude higher than 
the thermal expansion in PMFs (~5.5×10-7 1/K).Therefore, the main purpose of using 
PMFs in IFOGs is to prevent the temperature-induced birefringence from fiber 
coatings by its intrinsic birefringence (~5×10-4), which is exactly the photo-elastic 









Another result from Table 2thatgives the better thermal drift in IFOGs comes 
from better thermal stability of the fiber birefringence. The thermal drift in IFOGs 
using PMFs will achieve a better resultant with a specific birefringence and its 
temperature stability, which calls for a special design of PMFs. The design can be 
attributed to the normalized temperature sensitivity  of PMFs [24] as the 
following. 
For normal temperature range, thermal coefficient  of the birefringence 
in PMFs can be obtained from the temperature sensitivity  of the 
birefringence defined in [24]: ,which gives 
. Here is the difference between the ambient 
temperature and the fictive temperature of SAPs in PMFs, is modal 
birefringence of the fiber (  is polarization beat length of the fiber), and  is the 
normalized temperature sensitivity of the modal birefringence [24]. 
The analytical expression for the thermal drift in I-FOGs with PMFs can be 
therefore obtained as: 
, (13) 
where  is the polarization beat length of the fiber. 
From Eq. (13), one of the ways to get better I-FOGs is to minimize the parameter 
,  (14) 
which dominates the thermal drift in IFOGs. For the normal temperature uniformity 
( =0.01 K) and the same coil design (Table 1), the best commercial PMF 
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(polarization beat length  mm at nm and normalized temperature 
sensitivity  and K) could achieve a thermal drift of 0.0397 deg/h 
when /K without any compensation. The further work should focus 
on the compensation of the parameters for PMFs in Eq. (14) to improve the 
performance of I-FOGs, especially the normalized temperature sensitivity . The 
first two terms can be feasibly compensated because of their linearity with 
temperature in normal range, and the birefringence term 
( ) leaves a drift of 0.0019 deg/h for the coil scheme 
of Table 1 and the best commercial PMF with a complete  compensation of the pure 
Shupe effect. Now a new compensation of the birefringence fluctuation is necessary 
for a further improvement. The main difficulty for the new compensation lies in the 
variety and instability of the normalized temperature sensitivity in PMFs [24]. 
4. Numerical Estimation 
The rate of temperature changing in sensing fibers is essential to accurately calculate 
the thermal drift in Eq. (10). Using the model developed by Mohr and the coordinate 
transformation between the radial direction in fiber coil and the circumferential 
direction in coiling fiber, the thermal drift in IFOGs with a quadrupole fiber coil can 
be described as [6] 
, (15) 
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where is the thermal power of thermal source,  is the radical coordinates in each 
layer and is the coordinates of the layer, is the number of layers in fiber coil, 




.  (17) 
where is the cross-sectional area,  is the heat radiating resistance,  is the heat 
conductive resistance,  is the specific heat,  is the thermal conductivity,  is 
the density and  is the thickness. 
Bias error in Eq. (13) for IFOGs with a quadrupole fiber coil composed of SMFs 
or PMFs can be directly calculated with the values of all the related parameters 
provided. The following numerical calculations are based on the same coil scheme 
(Table 1) for a typical high performance IFOG. The remaining parameters values are: 
conductivity W/(m·K), specific heat W/(g·K), and 
density kg/m3in SMFs and PMFs for simplicity [6]. The thermal power 
is Wand the difference between the fictive temperature and the ambient 
temperature of SAPs is K for PMFs. 
Figure 3 shows the three componential and the total bias and its thermal drift of an 
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bias, and the three dashed curves represent the bias induced by each component of 
phase perturbation in the SMF. The minimum contribution comes from the linear 
expansion of the fiber length, the maximum is induced by the thermally induced 
photo-elastic effect (birefringence in SMF) and the thermal coefficient of the 
refractive index for core material contributes to total bias intermediately. 
The thermal drift (0.09 deg/h) of the IFOG shown in Fig.3 is higher than the 
estimation value 0.082 deg/h from Eq. (5) as the latter simplifies the integration by 
assuming the temperature uniformity. The numerical calculation in Eq. (15) has 
considered the thermal properties of the sensing coils by the relevant parameters and 
the sum based on the quadrupole pattern. The estimation is fast and simple, and the 
calculation is complete and accurate. 
 
 
Fig.3 The thermal drift induced by each component of phase perturbations 
of an typical high-performance IFOG with an quadrupole sensing coil wound 
by a SMF. 
Another fact shown in Fig. 3 is that the peak value of the thermal drift occurs at 
the same time for each component. It is the characteristic time [1] given by 
, which is a constant 315s for the thermal parameters in this work. 
Figure 4 shows gyro bias of four modal birefringence of PMFs in commercial use 
where its normalized temperature sensitivity is in unit i.e. . For common PMFs 
(wavelength m and beat length m or ), there 
is 1/K for K which is consistent with the measurement of 
for PMFs [36-40]. Therefore, always holds since the material expansion 
( ) and the thermal coefficient of refractive index ( ) are both 
positive. It is of interest that a higher birefringence (i.e., shorter beat length) brings a 
higher drift. That is the very characteristic of the negative birefringence in PMFs. It is 
straight from Eq. (13) that a shorter beat length carries a higher increment in errors. 
Another fact showed in Fig. 4 is that the bias error from commercial PMFs of 
different birefringence are very close to each other. The differences among them are 
reduced about 1000 times by the temperature difference . It should be noticed that 
all above are based on the negative birefringence ( ) and its positive normalized 
temperature sensitivity ( ) in PMFs. It is clear that a higher temperature 
sensitivity corresponds to a worse drift in this range, as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Figure 5 shows gyro bias of four normalized temperature sensitivities in ordinary 
commercial PMFs [24]. As expected, the drift and the normalized temperature 
sensitivity ( ) share the same tendency i.e. higher  brings more significant drift 
in the normal range of  and . 
Comparing Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, for the same coil scheme as listed in Table 1, the 
thermal drift of IFOG using PMF is about half of that of SMF. This is an advantage of 
PMF over SMF apart from the cross coupling of orthogonal polarization. It is natural 
to raise the question: how the thermal drift could be further improved. A theoretical 
solution is to add a compensation term in Eq. (14) to achieve  indicating the 
complete cancelation of the phase errors. Actually, the birefringence term could be a 
compensative term if the normalized temperature sensitivity is negative ( ), 
H H




Fig.4 The thermal drift of I-FOGs with a quadrupole sensing coil wound by 
PMFs with different birefringence for unit normalized temperature sensitivity. 
which occurs for the special fiber design [24]. Then it will occur on the condition of 
, which is for PMFs with mm. 
This optimum  value depends on a few parameters ( , , , , )and is 
independent to other parameters ( , , , , , , , , , , etc). 
 
As shown in Fig.6, when the magnitude of the special designed birefringence 
term  covers the pure Shupe error, i.e., the phase error 
induced by the thermal expansion of fiber length and the temperature coefficient of 
the material refractive index, the total drift could be improve further. The value in 
Fig. 6 is to show our requirement when the birefringence term is used as a unique 
compensation. Another method can be applied at the same time in practice to get the 
value [24]. 
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Fig.5 The thermal drift of I-FOGs with a quadrupole sensing coil wound by 
PMFs with different normalized temperature sensitivity of birefringence for 
constant birefringence. 
 
In conclusion, the thermal drifts in IFOGs using PMFs strongly depend on the 
superposition or cancelation between pure Shupe error and phase error induced by 
thermal fluctuations of the fiber birefringence. The latter depends on the fiber 
materials and its fabrication processes, which makes the fiber design of PMFs 
fundamentally crucial for high-performance IFOGs. Our proposed model also shows 
that thermal drift in IFOGs using PMFs is affected by the sum of three terms: the 
thermal expansion of the fiber length, the temperature coefficient of the material 
refractive index and the thermal fluctuation of the fiber birefringence. The signs of the 
first two terms are positive when the temperature goes up, while the sign of the third 
term could be negative for a special fiber design which could introduce a new 
compensation method. The opposite sign would theoretically result in a zero value of 
 
Fig.6 The thermal drift close to zero of an I-FOG with a quadrupole sensing 
coil wound by a PMF with 3.0 mm beat length and four different normalized 
temperature sensitivities close to zero drift. 
the drift when the birefringence term completely cancels pure Shupe errors by a 
specific fiber design and the design will be the main subject of our future work. 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we proposed a model of thermal drift for IFOGs with a sensing coil 
using high-birefringence PMFs. The model had discussed the effect of fiber 
birefringence for the first time to our knowledge. Using this new model, we have 
demonstrated that the temperature-induced stress effect originated from thermal 
fluctuation of fiber coatings can be suppressed by the intrinsic high birefringence in 
PMFs. This makes the suppression of thermal drift feasible for high performance 
IFOGs using PMFs. We also showed that the specific design of the modal 
birefringence and its temperature sensitivity for PMFs would cancel the pure Shupe 
error and contribute to a better performance towards zero drift. 
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